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•  String theory was originally an attempt to describe mesons 

•  QCD took over… 

•  String Theory became a quantum theory of gravity – a TOE 

•  The AdS/CFT Correspondence has re-united them  

•  & there are now positive links back to QCD 

               *   new pictures of confinement, mesons 

               *   new understanding of mass generation 

               *   new ideas on hadronization 

               *   novel descriptions of heavy ion physics 

Introduction 

Smolin 
& Woit 
are 
wrong! 



Quarks come in 3 
colours 

8 gluons mediate the 
force 



Hadronization in even electron positron collisions is very 
messy and uncomputable from first principles… as for 
heavy ion collisions…. 



Chiral Lagrangian description of pions 







An N=2 theory with 

SO(6) broken to SO(4) on 
A4-A7 plus…. 

SO(2) on A8,A9 now acts on quarks 
too… the quark mass term breaks 
it… 



Probe D7 Branes       (Quenching) 







Lesson for Walking Theories? 

Strong coupling over a long RG range induces deeply 
bound mesons whose masses are << constituents mass… 

In walking theories higgs mass << Lambda_TC  ???? 



We now have many examples of deformed N=4 SYM – the UV 
is the susy theory.. the IR has eg masses for particles breaking 
supersymmetry and conformality… 

Confining theories develop a wall – a 
block to small RG scales…  

A linear potential grows between 
the quarks… 



Example: YangMills* 
N=4 SYM  + mass for 4 gauginos + equal mass for 6 scalars 

Babington, Crooks, NE 



Example: an insightful toy  
Note – in the above we never decouple superpartners… 

         -  the physics is really in the running coupling… 

         - lets simplify to allow computation & insight… 

Give the dilaton a 
profile of your 
choice….  

    hard wall 

    soft wall 



A probe D7 brane 

Embedding eqn 

Any r dependence in g 
leads to c….  eg 

This is a plot of the quark self energy Σ(k) 



Pions 
We look at small fluctuations 
in the w6 direction…. 

There is a regular solution with  



Connecting the UV & IR 
We can now substitute back into the action and obtain integral 
expressions for chiral Lagrangian parameters… eg  

This is essentially an integral over Σ dominated around 
the points of maximum derivative in the running…   

As with constituent quark model estimates the UV 
behaviour of Σ is important… 

Eg Walking enhances the tail of Σ and hence the 
condensate…



Fπ 

The 1/r    terms in all integrals mean Fπ is dominated by low 
energy behaviour in S…  

Agrees with Pagel Stokar formula….
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Magnetic Field Induced Chiral Symmetry 
Breaking  Clifford Johnson 

The F       term is a 
gauge field living on 
the surface of the D7 
brane… 

A     is dual to the 
operators   q  γ    q 
….  and a baryon 
number background 
gauge field… 

So we can include a 
background 
magnetic field  

m 
m 

ab 





AdS-Schwarzschild 

Asymptotically AdS, SO(6) invariant at all scales… but has a 
horizon that swallows information at r   …. Witten interpreted this 
as the gauge theory at finite temperature… black hole has right 
thermodynamic properties…  

Compact time 
direction 

H 



The string between 
the quarks breaks 
and they are 
screened by the 
plasma 

Screening 





Quasi-normal modes & meson melting 
Linearized fluctuations in eg the scalars on the D7 brane 
must now enter the black hole horizon… 

Quasi-normal modes are those modes that near the horizon 
have only in-falling pieces… 

The mass of the bound states become complex – they decay 
into the thermal bath… 



Electric Field 

There is now 
an horizon-
like surface at 

r    =  E     R 

It behaves 
like a black 
hole horizon 
with the 
embeddings 
falling into 
the surface.. 

The electric field shreds the mesons into a quark gluon plasma… 

4 z 4 

Karch, O’Bannon 



Sakai Sugimoto Model 

A standard complaint about  the D3-D7 system is that it does not 
have non-abelian chiral symmetries… and there’s no well 
understood hard wall… 

Sakai & Sugimoto proposed a model that does have non-abelian 
chiral symmetries… but at the expense of being intrinsically 5 
dimensional… 
Type IIA  

D4s wrapped on 
a circle 

(Although the condensate formation is 
controlled by the strong dynamics not 
the global symmetries….) 



The τ period is & can not be small relative 
to the string length…. 

The 5d SYMs theory becomes a non-supersymmetric YMs theory 
in 4d... but the compactification scale controls the strong coupling 
scale… the UV is strongly coupled too… 

The geometry is singular at u    
when the τ direction 
degenerates… there’s a cone 
like structure 

KK 



Flavour is 
provided by a 
D8 brane 

The solutions wrap round the end of the cone and head back to 
infinity… SS interpreted this as the non-perturbative version of a 
weakly coupled D8 – D8 system… dynamical mass generation… 

At large u SU(N)     but broken in the IR to sub-group SU(N) 

Chiral symmetry breaking for chiral quarks… 
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Vacuum Manifold & Pions 
The SU(N) gauge field living on the D8 world volume is 
naturally dual to q  γ    q  µ

But there is also the A    component… the Lagrangian is 
independent of the u dependence of this field if its only 
u dependent… the vacuum manifold… hence massless 
pions… 

u 

Its generally agreed that the condensate is 
described by a string between the branes that 
transforms under both L & R symmetries… 
Aharony’s OWLS or Kiritsis’ tachyon 

Its phase is the pion but can be moved by a gauge 
transform into A  (u)… u 

There remains debate about how you include mass… 



Lets get phenomenological 

Of course these theories are 
NOT QCD 

     * large N 

     * extra undecoupled  

              super-partners 

     * mesons masses << quark  

              masses 

So of course they will only 
describe QCD quantitatively 
upto corrections of order 
100% (right?!!) 

Rho vs pi mass in a backreacted 
dilaton flow… slope 0.57 

Lattice large N data.. Slope 0.52.. 
little N dependence 

YET 



AdS/QCD – Son et al, Pomarol et al 

AdS5, no S5 since no SO(6) in 
QCD 

To include confinement & a mass gap we simply impose a hard 
wall at   r = r     - crude but simple… 0 

Include the “D7 embedding field” simply 
as an N   x  N    scalar of m    =  -3  

We can describe mass and 
condensate (but no 
dynamics – fit them) 

f f 2 



Gauge fields to be dual to  vector 
and axial-vector currents… 

Parameter 
count 

r 

c 

m 

g 

o 
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3 parameter fit 

Pomarol computed Gasser 
Leutwyler coeffs too… 



Improving IR, Perfecting the UV 

Need to start doing effective field theory with a cut off in the UV… 



Hadronization 
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We can follow the 
evolution of a point 
like string as the 
ends separate… the 
string falls first in a 
1/r potential then 
hits a hard wall 
forming a QCD 
string…  

The quarks, in the absence of string 
breaking, bounce about the centre 
of mass due to the string tension… 

NE, French,Threlfall 



Hadronization – string breaking and rho 
emission 
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Quarks in a Dense QCD Plasma 
Similar computations have been done in a black hole background to 
describe jet quenching in RHIC fireballs 

Larry Yaffe’s calculations of the shock wave produced by a moving quark  

RHIC seeing a mach 
cone in away side jet 
data (??!!) 



Conclusions 

We now know that some strongly coupled gauge theories have a 
weakly coupled gravitational description 

Some of these theories display confinement, chiral symmetry 
breaking and a thermal transition to a deconfined phase… 

They are NOT QCD but they provide new insights into QCDs 
behaviour and provide novel starting points for models of QCD  

AdS/QCD; Hadronization; Transport properties of gauge plasmas 

Qualitative vs quantitative 

BSM – unparticles, technicolour & susy breaking 


